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Merilee’s Message
For 10 years, we have traveled a path together
through the business of
State Operated Programs. I
hope you have gained
knowledge through staff
development topics, working with other programs
and having a chance to participate in various SOP
meetings and events. As I
prepare to depart SOPs
through my retirement I
want to leave you with
what I believe is the most
important topic introduced
at our last state conference.
“Everything you do
matters,” is a quote from
the book by Andy Andrews
called, The Butterfly Effect.
In the book, Mr. Andrews
gives examples of how the
smallest acts created great
change throughout history.

What will be your history?
Will you cultivate joy or
pain? Will you promote
positive instead of negative? Will you inspire or
discourage? Will you
smile or frown? The path
you choose will determine
the outcome of each and
every day and ultimately
your life. When Mahatma
Ghandi said, “Be the
change you want to see in
the world,” underlying
that was the notion that
everything we do

matters. Our words and
actions can not only have a
significant impact on our
own mental health but
they can help the world.
Thank you for your encouragement and dedication to
our mission. May you
care, motivate, support,
and inspire not only our
students but each other as
you all continue the important business of State
Operated Programs.
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SVJC Purrfect Pals in Detention!
A month ago, we became part of a program called
Purrfect Pals. The purpose of the program is to make cats
adoptable. We play with the cats to make them friendly.
After we feel like they are ready to go to a new family,
they go to an adoption agency.
We have had four kittens come. Their names are
Bella, Tux, Tate, and Tangelo. Bella and Tux were the
ones recently adopted. Two out of four have been adopted already. The four kittens come at the end of the week
in our seventh period class. In our seventh period class
we play with them and have them run around the room. I
took several pictures of all the cats.
Some of the challenges we’ve faced was one of
us was allergic to cats. At first we didn’t take it too seriously, but towards the end we did, and we enjoyed it.
Personally, I am a dog person. I don’t usually like cats,
but I got attached to these little guys over the last couple
weeks. My favorite part was taking pictures of the kittens.
Submitted by: J.C.

Number, please.
Students at Piedmont Juvenile Detention Center
spent some of their summer
enrichment time exploring
how numbers are used to
produce art, patterns, and
architecture. They created
tessellations using patterns
of their own design; they
explored various methods of
showing a fraction’s value
through the use of diverse
colors and patterns. Several
students built a model wooden house from a kit, while
others designed and constructed their own objects of art. The culminating
activity was the consolidation of their knowledge of
tessellations, triangles, and patterns to create miniature geodesic domes. (Yes, they ate a few of the
gumdrops, but their domes were “yummy”, too.)

Submitted by: Nancy Walker
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Basketball with a Message
Head Coach David Willson and eight members of
the Emory and Henry College (E&H) Men’s basketball team recently visited the students at Highlands
Juvenile Detention Center. During this visit, students were treated to instruction in a variety of
drills and also heard some powerful messages
about hard work, responsibility, overcoming adversity, and not giving up. Wearing T-shirts with the
slogan “#committed” on the back, members of the
E&H basketball team delighted the students with
their shooting and dunking abilities in a short exhibition of skills. Students then participated in a variety
of drills that were instructed by members of the team.
After the drills, two members talked briefly to students about working hard and taking responsibility for
their actions both on and off the basketball court.
They shared personal stories of their struggles as
teenagers to work hard and be responsible citizens,
and discussed how their lives have since changed by
focusing on these two important character traits.
Finally, Coach Willson delivered a powerful message
to students about overcoming adversity and never
giving up. He spoke of how every person goes

through difficulties in life both on and
off the basketball court. He challenged
students to never give up no matter the
hardship that is being faced. Students
had an awesome time and powerful
connections were made in just a short
amount of time. They look forward to a
possible future visit.
Submitted by: Adam K. Smith, Teacher
HJDC

YOU’VE BEEN CHOPPED!!!
As a teambuilding activity and staff development event, teachers
from Henrico-James River Juvenile Detention Education Centers
participated in a “Chopped” cooking activity. The idea evolved
from the T.V. show-”Chopped.”
Teams were given a mystery basket of food items which had to
be used to prepare an appetizer and dessert for three judges (Mike Martin - James River Detention,
Mike Bingham - Henrico Detention along with the Henrico Training Center facilities coordinator).
Team members had to create these edible items working collaboratively and using only the tools
and supplies available to them. Teams were timed (two 15 minute rounds for food preparation) and
score sheets were used to rate excellence in food presentation, taste, cooperation and teamwork.
At the end of the timed events, each team presented their food creation to the judges in the form of
sample plates. Judges rated each team’s food and tallied scores. Comments were given by judges
which were very entertaining!! “This is the WORST thing I’ve ever tasted”, “This is not Bad”,
Very Interesting!! Lowest scoring team had their food hidden under a DOME, then revealed to the
group as the CHOPPED item. Highest scoring team was the winner.
All team members received samples of all food prepared. At the end of the activity, there was time
to share, reflect and comment on the effectiveness of the activity and value to the group. The FUN
factor was the biggest comment of the day!!
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The Giving Goes On……...
W.W. Moore has been
fortunate to have the generous benefactor of DonorsChoose.org for the
past two years. The new
library has over $6,000 of books that
have been donated by various organizations and generous people such as
Think it Up, Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, Smarties, Sonic, and
Staples. The students enjoy taking
ownership of the library by keeping
it maintained and participate in creating donation requests for specific
authors and book series that they
would like to read. They are very
eager to encourage new students
to read books from their library.

Not only does W.W. Moore receive donations from DonorsChoose.org, but the school
also retires slightly used books to
the local community through the
Little Free Library book bins located throughout town. This is a
program in which anyone can
donate books into a mini-library
and take them out as well – for
keeps! This program encourages
students to give back to the community. In the near future, W.W.
Moore plans to hold their own
design a Little Free Library Bin
contest! This will allow the students to create plans for a minilibrary and vote on their favorite
design. A local Boy Scout troop

has
even
offered
to
build
the winning
design for the school as a
service project! The giving
goes on and on in Danville!
Article submitted by Laura
Graser- English Teacher/
W.W. Moore, Jr. JDH

“Lights, Camera, Action” at the Loudoun JDC
Summer enrichment went Hollywood at the Loudoun JDC when LCJDC
teachers and PhiSci Robotics joined forces to teach students the basics about
filmmaking and non-linear film editing. During ten hours of classroom instruction and
work time, students learned the vocabulary of
filmmaking, including types of shots and
terms related to filming techniques, as well as
how to make movies on iPads using film and
movie programs, like Garage Band and iMovie.
They started with basics, applying their new
knowledge to sample films and showing evidence of their understanding of the new concepts with a “shot video.” Then, they started
acting out provided scripts while integrating
their own choices for shots and techniques.
As their skills advanced, they began writing their own scripts, casting
filmmaking duties, and practicing and filming scenes. For the capstone
activity, groups experimented with Dreamcast’s Studio in a Box product and app for the iPad. This program and equipment allowed them to
film using “green screen” effects, like making their background scene
look like a sports program, a restaurant, or a
talk show. On the last day of the workshop,
students held a film festival that allowed them
to showcase their skills.
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Henrico Detention Center Art Exhibit
Many people "on the outside" wonder what our youth are "really" like
and the patrons of Tuckahoe Library in Henrico, Virginia have the
opportunity to literally see into their
emotions and imaginations. For the
third year in a row, we've been invited back for our own Henrico
Detention Center Art Exhibit, which
runs from September 15th - October
31st. From pencil sketches to pastels, rubbings to paintings, collage
to altered photography, and printmaking to mixed media, artwork reveals myriad topics such

as character values,
fears, strengths and dreams, while
remaining anonymous. All participants receive a Certificate of Appreciation and everyone gains the
gift of self-confidence and pride,
having their work chosen to
hang in the show.

Submitted by: Hope Montgomery,
Art Therapist

Optimism and Hope
W.W. Moore is exploring Character Traits through literature
and classic movies. The students are discussing how the
main character in The Time
Machine explores hope and optimism for the future and mankind throughout the novella.
The students are also watching
various videos that discuss time
travel and are very engaged in

discussions about the possibility
of Time Travel. Finally, they
compare and contrast the 1960s
movie of The Time Machine to
the novella they are reading in
class. This engages them in an
animated discussion about the
differences between the genres
of movie and literature. In fact,
the students have been so intrigued by this classic story,

they are taking
the novel out
of the library
to read independently!
Literacy is
very optimistic at W.W. Moore.
Article submitted by Laura
Graser- English Teacher/W.W.
Moore, Jr. JDH

Successful Math Stratgeies!
What a fabulous two days we had in August with Dr. Paul Riccomini from Penn
State University! Hopefully the teams who
attended are beginning to implement some
of the research based strategies we learned.
Maybe your students are working with
fractions on the number line. Or perhaps
they’re beginning to use the Interleave
Worked Solution Strategy and can explain
what this method is and how it assists students when working independently. The
beginning of the school year is incredibly
busy for everyone, so I hope teachers who
attended are committed to keep the discussion going and not “shelving” the materials

provided. Remember, if we keep
doing what we’ve always done,
we’ll keep getting what we’ve always got!
If you have a math success this
year, please let us know by contacting a small group committee member or submitting it in the newsletter. How fantastic it would be to
see the strategies in action with
SOP students.
The revised Mathematics Standards
of Learning should be available
next month. Professional develop

ment on these SOL’s is forthcoming. In the meantime,
don’t forget to check out the mathematics resources on the
VDOE website. Sample lesson plans, vocabulary, and testing resources are all available on
that page. Additionally, the math
page on the SOP website has a
list of resources for teachers.
Submitted by: Laurie Cooper,
DOE
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International Literacy Day

The International Literacy Association (ILA) sanctions International
Literacy Day each year on September 8th. This year ILA celebrated Jamaica and the theme was
“Steps to Advance Literacy.” The
theme is meant to bring awareness
to challenges that children around
the world face just getting to
school each day. Some children
travel as far as 10 miles each way
to get to school where they are underfunded, understaffed,
and without
basic supplies.
International Literacy Day!
September 8, 2016

Students at CCCA learned about
Jamaica’s history and culture
through various readings and activities. In P.E. class students wore pedometers to track steps attempting to collectively add up their steps, making
comparisons to the distances traveled
by different children around the world
going to school. In math class students
calculated steps into distances and
made charts to compare these distances. In Science class students learned
about the climate and biomes of Jamaica. Everyone was treated to banana
fritters, a traditional Jamaican dish,
tasting a bit of Jamaican culture.
Submitted By: Jennifer Whorrall

CCCA Helps Children Across the World!
Once or twice per month, students and instructional staff are
putting on a luncheon, coffee
shop, or bake sale in order to
give students the opportunity to
engage in the business of food
sales. The customers are
CCCA hospital personnel and
Education Department staff.
These types of special events
have been well supported in the
past.
During the 2016-17 school
year, all proceeds from these
enterprises will be sent to the
Philippines! A former CCCA
teacher is now the director of a
children’s home located in Bataan, Philippines. Bataan is
west of Manila, across the Manila Bay. The children there
come from many different
backgrounds, but most have
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extend its reach to these youngsters. They need the same kind
of empowerment to overcome
obstacles, as do the students at
CCCA.

Submitted By: Debbie Combs,
CCCA Teacher

suffered neglect, abuse, and homelessness. Some of
the children are ready for adoption, and there are inspiring stories of domestic and foreign adoptions
ocurring for a few. For many there is no opportunity
for adoption, but they find the love, compassion, and
training they need within the walls of Kings Garden
Children’s Home. CCCA Education is pleased to
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CCCA Welcomes New Staff
The start of the
school year is always a time of excitement with new
students, new lesson plans, and a
fresh start to a great
year. Although,
CCCA is not a traditional school, we
still experience first
day jitters and all of
the excitement of the new year. This year we are fortunate to have a number of new teachers and staff on our
educational team. Joining our ranks is Rich Elias
(Social Studies), Abby Pennington (Science), Isabel

Henderson (Special Education), Daniel Schaffer
(Technology), and Amy Alexander (Instructional Assistant). The new members of the educational team
bring a wide array of experiences, ideas, and enthusiasm. Rich is joining us from Pennsylvania where
he taught Social Studies and Abby is a first year teacher. Isabel served as an IA at CCCA for two years before taking over her own classroom as a Special Education teacher. Daniel joins us from Shenandoah Valley Juvenile Detention Home (a fellow SOP program)
where he was the technology teacher. Amy joins us
from the hospital side of CCCA where she has worked
as a Direct Service Associate. We are so excited for the
additions to our team and wish everyone a great school
year!
Submitted by: Jennifer Whorral

Hurricane Season at BRJD
To mark the 11th anniversary of
Hurricane Katrina, students in Ms.
Crouch’s history class undertook a
Q&A project. It began by reviewing what the students knew about
Katrina, and asking what the students would like to learn. We then

watched the movie Hurricane
Season, which talks about the
hope and rebuilding of New Orle-

ans after Katrina, as well as an episode of
Dirty Jobs: Mosquito Control, which
featured the massive clean-up operation
that has and is taking place in New Orleans. While watching, students were asked
to write down anything that interested
them, or any questions that they had. We
also completed questions during both
shows, to guide the students through the
major issues both before, during, and
after the storm.
At the end of this, as a class, we generated questions that the students could
research. What happened to the pets?
What happened to the hazardous waste?
How did Katrina compare to other Category 5 hurricanes? How many people
have returned to the city? Mr. Truitt, the
math teacher, joined us, and the students
turned their research into graphs and a
descriptive paragraph. During the graphing process, one of the students stated, “Now I understand what graphs are
for!”
Submitted by: Tomacine Crouch, BRJD
Social Studies
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Gone Fishin’ at BRJD (Kinda)
some impressive work by the students. Mr.
Truitt and Ms. Crouch have decided that if they
get stuck in a survival situation, they want these
students going fishin’!

Students in Ms. Crouch and Mr. Truitt’s
Enrichment class were challenged to create a fishing pole that could hold a big
Ms. Crouch, Social Studies BRJD, and Mr.
fish. The materials provided were 10
straws, 10 pieces of uncooked spaghetti, Truitt, Mathematics
10 toothpicks, 6 inches of masking tape, BRJD
and 12 inches of yarn.
The “fish” were clothespins,
attached to the yarn. Originally, Ms.
Crouch only bought 36 clothespins, but
the poles held them all. So Mr. Truitt
bought 150 more clothespins and the students rebuilt their poles and tried again.
This time the students were given 24
inches of yarn instead of the original 12.
Well, the winners held all 186
clothespins! The one that held the least
amount was 122 clothespins. This was

Sensory All Around Us
What do you do with an empty
bulletin board, 12x12 squares
cut from cardboard boxes, hot
glue, duct tape, and sundry articles found in your mother's
basement and at the Dollar
Tree? Make a sensory wall, of
course. The students and teachers at Commonwealth Center
for Children and Adolescents
have been enjoying the sensory
wall in the elementary classroom. There are a variety of
textures, soft, hard, rough,
bouncy, stiff, squishy, and crinkly. The bubble wrap square
seems to be everybody's favorite so far. The intention of
this wall is for students and
staff, in need of a break, to
have a place to release excess
energy and/or frustration.
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The Sensory Wall allows students to
explore a variety of sensory options to
fit their needs.

The sensory wall is one of
many new additions to sensory
options offered at CCCA. Another sensory piece that began
last school year, is the use of
essential oil diffusers in each
classroom. Every teacher has a
set of Peppermint, Wild Orange, Eucalyptus, and Vetiver
oils, as well as a Stress Away
blend to be used with the diffusers. Aromatherapy has been
proven to be effective in aiding
alertness and focus. Thus far
they have been well received by
the students and continue to
be another option we offer to
help meet the needs of all
students.
Submitted By: Andrea Smith –
Elementary Teacher
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Staff Development at W.W. Moore
The faculty at W.
W. Moore participated in staff
development
training on August 4, 2016. In
order to get the
year off to a
good start the
faculty participated in two sessions. The first session was on
Differentiated Instruction. Ms. Charlene Bowman, Director of Middle and High School Instruction, led the group in this session. Ms.

Bowman talked about the importance of
knowing your students and using a variety
of educational strategies to effectively meet
the needs of students.
The afternoon session was provided
by the staff of Radford TTAC. The staff
provided an introduction to the concept of
tier coaching. The staff was encouraged to
work as a team to review current practices,
retool old ones while creating new skills.
By using peer observations, they can teach
each other and learn from each other.

School-wide Mathematics Focus
I can’t do it! I don’t know
where to start. These are
comments teachers often
hear when students first see
a mathematics word problem.
Research indicates that using
a consistent problem solving
strategy or mnemonic aids
students in problem solving.
There is also strong evidence that using visual representations to solve word
problems is an effective
method to teach students.
As a result, ALL teachers at
CCCA will use C.U.B.E.S.
as a foundation for teaching
students how to solve math
problems.
Last year CCCA teachers

integrated at least 25 math activities into their lesson plans
across various subjects. This included students charting
their activity levels in physical education class and calculating demographic information in social studies class. This
year teachers have agreed to increase instructional rigor by
including C.U.B.E.S. as a way to teach solving math problems across content areas. C.U.B.E.S.
stands for: C – circle key numbers, U – underline the questions, B – box any math action words, E – eliminate (what don’t you
need?), S – solve and check.
In addition to using the problem solving
steps outlined by C.U.B.E.S., teachers will
use additional strategies such as number
sentences, pictures, and concrete materials
to help students solve word problems.
Submitted By Barbara Lambert – Assistant Principal
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Submit articles in MSWord format to:
sharingourprogress@gmail.com
A few guidelines for articles:
1.

Provide articles that are 75-200 words in
length.

State Operated Programs

2.

Provide author’s name at the end of the
article.

A Friendly Reminder to All:
Articles must be submitted the 15th day of
the month before the publication.

3.

Submit graphics as JPGs or GIFs.

4.

Submitted articles written by you or your
staff.

Sharingourprogress@gmail.com is for
Newsletter submissions ONLY
SOPwebsite@gmail.com is for:


Website Submissions



Lesson Plans (submitted only by

5.

Indicate the Title of your article

6.

Proof your article.

7.

Send articles any time.

the Chairperson)


Personnel List & Resources

Thanks for all your support and contributions to our newsletter!!

State Operated Programs
“Empower”

